
Fly of the Month                                         The Sunset Fly 

 

  Hook    :- 6 or 8, long shank 

 

  Thread  :- Yellow 

 

  Tail       :- Black squirrel tail 

 

  Body    :- Three cock hackles, yellow, hot orange and black. 

 

 

Tony Sloane, in his book “The Truth about Trout Flies” states that the fly was originally tied by his 

son Robert when Robert was but a lad. He said the colours of the fly made it look like a Tasmanian 

sunset, hence the name. Apart from being known as the originator of a famous wet fly Rob Sloane 

is nowadays also known as the editor and publisher of the excellent Flylife magazine. 

 

As it happens, apart from looking like a Tasmanian sunset, when the sun goes behind the hills is 

often the best time to use the fly. It is a large fly and excellent as a searching pattern, particularly 

for rainbows although many large browns are also partial to it. But it’s use shouldn’t be restricted to 

after dark….. many good fish were taken on it in daylight hours when Four Springs Lake first 

opened. 

The Sunset Fly is not particularly difficult to tie. Probably the most difficult part is obtaining the 

yellow hackle! But after that the only tricky part is getting the proportions correct. Start by taking 

your thread from the eye back to the bend and tie in a generous bunch of black squirrel tail fibres 

forming a tail about as long as the hook shank. Lash the rest of the squirrel tail along the hook to 

make a nice fat body and trim it to just behind the eye. Take thread back to about halfway along the 

shank and tie in a yellow hackle of generous fibre length. Wind it on with plenty of turns and then 

slope it to the rear with a few turns over the hackle at the tie in point. Take thread forward to 

halfway to the eye and repeat with the orange hackle. Then take thread to just behind the eye and tie 

in the black hackle in the same manner. A large head is formed with the yellow thread wound over 

the base of the black hackle. The theory goes that if you leave a gap in the yellow thread windings it 

gives the effect of eyes, but even if it doesn’t it looks good anyway. 

 

Many fishermen have remarked that the Sunset Fly would be a good sea trout pattern, so it could be 

a useful addition to the fly box for those going on the Derwent sea runners trip in September. 
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